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1. Restorative Chat 

What is it? 

It’s when we help children to do deal with problems or issues 

themselves. 

It’s fair and informative. 

It doesn’t let concerns fester and become unresolved problems.  

How do we do it? Respectfully. 

No matter what the issue is (whether its physical or verbal), as adults 

we don’t take sides. We encourage dialogue between the children. We 

listen and help direct the conversation, so everyone has a voice and 

are being listened to.  

Adults role: To get all parties to agree to sit down and talk. 

Sometimes they’re not ready and need time and space to calm down. 

That’s perfectly normal and ok. So, we agree a time that everyone is 

happy with. 

Find a quiet place so you won’t have any interruptions. Preferable sit 

so you’re comfortable and relaxed.   

Do they know why we are sitting down to talk? Usually they all say yes 

but occasionally they don’t realise that they’ve upset someone else 

feelings or done anything wrong. 

Explain that we’re here to listen respectfully to each other, everyone 

will have a chance to tell their side of the story and as the adult I’m 

only there to help THEM resolve the problem and help THEM decide 

the best way forward so that it won’t happen again. 

Example: Let’s say Jonny has been teasing Archie, winding him up 

because he has glasses. Jonny knows if he keeps pushing Archie that 

he’ll get cross and maybe cry or chase him. 
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2.      

   So, Jonny has wound Archie up to where he’s lost his temper and 

Archie hits him! Jonny complains, and he cries. Archie’s fuming and 

says it’s not his fault. But all we’ve seen or heard as adults is that 

Archie hit Jonny. What to do? Let them calm down and then__ 

  

 We sit them down and start the chat.      

1. Who would like to start? 

Ok, Archie. (harmed person)  

2. Remind them, only one at a time, everyone will get their chance. 

So, Archie says Jonny has been giving him a hard time because 

of his new glasses he told Jonny to stop but instead he got 

others to join in. 

3. How did that make you feel? 

Archie says he’s sad, frustrated and angry. That’s why I hit 

Jonny! 

4.  Ok. Now Jonny it’s your turn. Tells us what happened. 

Jonny (responsible person) says I was only having a laugh, I 

wasn’t the only one doing it. I just thought Archie would chase 

me. But he knocked me to the ground and hit me. It was very 

sore. (as he shows the red mark on his arm) 

5. How did it make you feel? 

Jonny says scared and sad. 

6. Do you both agree that what’s been said is true? Can you see how 

upset you both are? Are there other things related to this 

incident that need to be said? 

Archie says since he’s had his glasses Jonny has thought it funny 

to call him names, but he doesn’t like it. 
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         Archie explains why he must wear glasses.  

Jonny didn’t know that. 

7. How would you feel if you had to get glasses and somebody made 

fun of you?  

Jonny says he wouldn’t like it.  

8. How can we stop this from happening again? What can we do or 

say to resolve the problem.  

9. What are the consequences to our actions. 

Firstly, we can say sorry…… what for? Teasing, hitting, calling 

names. (I’d usually get them to shake hands when they say sorry.) 

    

 What is the consequence?  

We try let them decide, at school it might be play in different parts 

of the playground or walk with a PSA for 1 break time or if it’s football 

they banned for a day. At home it could be no TV, screen time, early 

bed, chores. Something they wouldn’t want to give up. They can be 

quite hard on themselves so it’s good to help guide with the 

consequence. 

We hope what they get from having to engage each other, in a 

respectful adult manner, will help them better understand and 

empathise with others.  

It is a learning process but the more they do it, the better children 

get use to exploring and expressing their feelings.  

 I think the children see it as a fair way to deal with small or big 

issues. Usually they want to remain friends but there is always an 

exception. 
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Most importantly, they learn to take responsibility for their actions 

and this makes for resilient children who can cope with life and what 

life brings. Then, eventually for resilient adults.  

Steps: 

TO BOTH 

   ----------------   WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT WHAT JUST HAPPENED. 

                                             ARE YOU READY TO TALK?  

TO RESPONSIBLE PERSON 

-REFLECT- 

------------------------------------      CAN YOU TELL ME WHAT HAPPENED? 

----------------------------------- WHAT WERE YOU THINKING AT THE TIME? 

-------------------------------       WHAT WERE YOU HOPING WOULD HAPPEN? 

 -------------------------------   WHAT HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT SINCE? 

--------------------   WHO HAS BEEN AFFECTED BY WHAT HAPPENED? HOW? 

----------------------------------   WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU NEED TO DO   

                                                             TO MAKE THINGS RIGHT? 

TO PERSON HARMED  

-UNDERSTAND THE HARM/IMPACT-     

-----------------------------   WHAT DID YOU THINK WHEN THAT HAPPENED? 

---------------------------------------   WHAT WAS IT LIKE FOR YOU? 

 ----------------------------------    WHAT WAS THE HARDEST PART FOR YOU            

                                Resilient.                       Keep talking! 

                                        Respectful. 

                                                   Responsible. 
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